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ABSTRACT

Annotations are a common and useful way to make static analysis
tools more usable, but there is no standard way to analyze programs
that have only partial annotations. We give a formal framework
that transforms arbitrary static analyses assuming complete anno-
tations into gradual analyses accepting partial annotations. Our
approach is based on gradual typing, and thus combines static and
dynamic analysis to give soundness guarantees via runtime checks.
We satisfy a preestablished property called the gradual guarantee,
ensuring that our system reacts predictably as the programmer
adds annotations one-by-one. We implement a speci�c instance
of our general framework as a static null-pointer checker in Face-
book Infer, and �nd in a preliminary empirical investigation that
our framework gives fewer statically-reported false positives than
Infer’s existing checkers.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Static analysis tools have been successfully used on a large scale to
�nd and �x software defects [1], but in general, they are “under-
used” in practice due to the number of false positives that they tend
to produce [9]. Techniques to reduce these false positives include
increased precision through ingenious engineering e�ort [12], in-
creased modularity through programmer-provided annotations [4],
and strategic unsoundness [3]. For instance, the documented Erad-
icate checker and newer --nullsafe checker in Facebook Infer
make use of @Nullable and @NonNull annotations in Java code
to analyze for null-pointer bugs. These annotations in particular
are very common in real-world code because so many di�erent
analysis tools make use of them [3], but it is rare for a codebase to
be perfectly and completely annotated, so the analysis tool must
decide whether to interpreted the lack of annotation as an im-
plicit @Nullable or @NonNull annotation, or as something else
entirely. Review of the source code of Infer’s --nullsafe checker
reveals the latter approach, but without a consistent set of princi-
ples for treating the di�erence between an annotation and the lack
thereof. This paper describes the gradual program analysis project
[6, 7], which provides a sound, principled approach to analysis
of partially-annotated codebases using techniques from gradual
typing [2, 8, 11].

Example. The C program shown in Figure 1 illustrates the
motivation for a sound analysis system where “no annota-
tion” has a distinct meaning. When we use a tool to analyze
this code, we might want some sort of static warning if, for

1 #include <stdio.h>

2 #include <stdlib.h>

3 #include <string.h>

4
5 char* reverse(char* str) {

6 if (!str) return NULL;

7 int len = strlen(str);

8 char* rev = calloc(len+1, 1);

9 for (int i = 1; i <= len; ++i)

10 rev[len -i] = str[i-1];

11 return rev;

12 }

13
14 int main(void) {

15 puts(reverse(":)"));

16 puts(reverse(NULL ));

17 }

Figure 1: An example program.

instance, line 6 were missing, so we might put a @Nullable
annotation on the str parameter. But we might not want a
static warning on usages like line 15, so we might not anno-
tate the return value of reverse with @Nullable, because
then to appease the static analysis we would need to check
its return value for NULL every time we use it. Yet even if
we don’t want to get a static warning on line 15, we also
don’t really want line 16 to segfault, so it is insu�cient to
simply ignore 16 entirely.

In general, the programmer does not want to be warned about
every possible error, all the time; rather, they insert annotations
into the code to mark things about which they would like to receive
static warnings. Our approach in gradual program analysis is to in-
terpret an actual annotation as requesting “pessimistic uncertainty”
from the analysis (give static warnings) and interpret the lack of
an annotation as requesting “optimistic uncertainty” (don’t give
static warnings, but do insert checks to catch null-pointer bugs at
runtime).

Our framework is general, applying not just to null-pointer anal-
ysis but to a broad class (de�ned more precisely in Section 2) of
static analyses that are based on abstract interpretation [5]. We
use techniques from Abstracting Gradual Typing (AGT) [8] to give
a mechanistic procedure that starts with a static analysis which
assumes complete annotations everywhere, and produces a con-
servative extension of that analysis which can handle missing an-
notations anywhere. This reduces false positives (see section 3 for
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x ,y, z ∈ Var
a,b ∈ Ann
m ∈ Proc
n ∈ Val = N

Inst ::= (const,x ,n) | (assign,x ,y) | (if,x) | (else,x)

| (proc,m,x ,a) | (return,a,x) | (call,x ,m,a,y,b)

| (alloc,x ,n) | (load,x ,y) | (store,x ,y)

| (add,x ,y, z) | (subtract,x ,y, z)

Figure 2: Syntax for the instruction set Inst in our running

example.

more details on this point) by allowing the programmer to specify
where they would and would not like to receive static warnings
about potential issues in their code. Our analysis framework is
also sound: that is, if the initial static analysis is sound, then the
resulting gradual analysis will also be sound, in the sense that it
will insert runtime checks to catch any errors that are not reported
statically. Finally, gradual program analysis is truly “gradual” in the
sense that it satis�es the gradual guarantee [11], so the programmer
can reason about how a gradual analysis system will respond to the
addition or removal of annotations in their codebase: in essence,
removing annotations doesn’t cause things to break.

Section 2 discusses our formal system. Then Section 3 discusses
a prototype that we built as a Facebook Infer checker to explore the
application of our general framework to the speci�c context of Java
null-pointer analysis with @Nullable and @NonNull annotations.
Finally, Section 4 gives a recap and an overview of future work in
this project.

2 FORMALISM

Since our framework does not assume any speci�c underlying lan-
guage, subsections 2.1 and 2.2 describe the restrictions we must
impose on that otherwise arbitrary language. Similarly, subsection
2.3 describes what general form the initial static analysis must take.
Then subsection 2.4 gives the method for transforming this static
analysis into a gradual analysis, and subsection 2.5 shows how our
framework inserts runtime checks to retain soundness. Subsection
2.6 lists some desirable properties that our formal system satis�es.
Throughout this whole section we will continue the running ex-
ample from the introduction, with each such example paragraph
set apart from the main text by indentation and prefaced with the
italicized word Example.

2.1 Language Syntax

Each program p is represented by its control-�ow graph. There is
a set of opcodes Code, and each node in the graph contains one
instruction from the set Inst of the form

(c,o1,o2, . . . ,onc ) where c ∈ Code.

The set from which each operand oi comes depends both on the
opcode and the operand’s position i in the list.

(alloc, smile, 3)

. . .

(call, frown, reverse, ?, smile, ?)v1

(call, _, puts, ?, frown, NonNull)v2

(const, null, 0)v3

(call, null, reverse, ?, null, ?)v4

(call, _, puts, ?, null, NonNull)v5

Figure 3: Partial translation of main.

Example. Figure 2 shows the syntax for instructions in the
control-�ow graph language we shall use in this running ex-
ample. Our set of opcodes is Code = {const, assign, . . . },
and Proc is the set of procedure names. The other sets Var
and Ann are described below. Note that it is not generally
the case that Val = N in our broader framework.

One of the sets fromwhich an operand can come is the set of local
variable names Var. At runtime, local variables can take on values
from the set Val; that is, one of the components of the runtime state
is an environment ρ ∈ Env = Var⇀ Val mapping some variable
names to values. Another special operand set is the set of analysis
annotations Ann, which comes with a “blank” element ? ∈ Ann
that corresponds to omitting the annotation entirely.

Example. Figure 3 shows a partial translation of main from
Figure 1 into the IR de�ned in Figure 2.

2.2 Language Runtime Semantics

The language must de�ne a small-step operational semantics −→p ,
which is a binary relation on the set of runtime states, and annota-
tions cannot change the runtime semantics of the program, except
by possibly making some behavior unde�ned. That is, say we take
a program p, go through each instruction (c,o1, . . . ,onc ) in p, and
replace oi with ? whenever oi ∈ Ann, to get a modi�ed program
p′. For every pair of states ξ and ξ ′, if ξ −→p ξ ′ then ξ −→p′ ξ

′.

Example. The presence of NonNull annotations on the ar-
guments to puts at nodes v2 and v5 in Figure 3 can cause
the program to “fail early” at those points (before calling
puts at all), but cannot cause other actual behavior.

2.3 Static Analysis

Next, we assume that we are given a sound static analysis that
works on the set of all programs which have nomissing annotations.
Speci�cally, we must have a set of abstract values Abst = Ann \
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Nullable

Null NonNull

Figure 4: The semilattice Abst used by our example static

analysis.

flow((assign,x ,y),σ ) = σ [x 7→ σ (y)]

flow((if,x),σ ) = σ [x 7→ NonNull]

flow((call,x ,m,a,y,b),σ ) = σ [x 7→ a]

flow((load,x ,y),σ ) = σ [x 7→ Nullable][y 7→ NonNull]

Figure 5: Part of the�ow functionused by our example static

analysis.

{?} which correspond to sets of concrete values via an injective
concretization function γ : Abst → P(Val). Our set of abstract
values forms a semilattice via the partial order

a v b ⇐⇒ γ (a) ⊆ γ (b),

which in turn induces a join function t : Abst × Abst → Abst.
The analysis must also come with a �ow function

flow : Inst′ ×Map → Map
where Inst′ is all instructions without ?
and Map = Var⇀ Abst.

This �ow function must be monotonic (in the second parameter)
and locally sound, so it serves as an accurate approximation of the
concrete semantics.

Example. Figure 4 shows the (starting) semilattice we will be
using in this running example, where γ (Nullable) = Val,
γ (Null) = {0}, and γ (NonNull) = Val \ {0}. Part of our
�ow function is shown in Figure 5.

The static analysis uses these local pieces flow and t to obtain
a global table of analysis results by running the Kildall �xpoint
algorithm [10] on the control �ow graph of the program. For each
node in the control �ow graph (holding instruction ι ∈ Inst′), we
end up with a map σ ∈ Map that describes all the possible concrete
states that the program could be in at this node. The static analysis
must supply a safety function safe : Inst′ × Var → Abst which
serves to specify the set of “safe values” for each variable at each
instruction. If our analysis results tell us that σ (x) v safe(ι,x) for
all x ∈ Var in the domain of σ , and this holds at all nodes in the
program control �ow graph, then the static analysis deems the
program to be “valid.”

Example. Since our current static analysis requires full anno-
tations, wemust replace every ? in Figure 3with a Nullable
annotation before we run the analysis. After we do this,
we obtain Table 1. Each row shows the σ ∈ Map that de-
scribes all possible runtime states right before the instruc-
tion at that node is run. For instance, at node v2, we have

Table 1: Part of the results from the static analysis �xpoint.

smile frown null

v1 NonNull
v2 NonNull Nullable
v3 NonNull Nullable
v4 NonNull Nullable Null
v5 NonNull Nullable Nullable

safe((return,a,x),x) = a

safe((call,x ,m,a,y,b),y) = b
safe((load,x ,y),y) = NonNull

safe((store,x ,y),x) = NonNull

Figure 6: Part of the safety function used by our example

static analysis.

σ (frown) = Nullable, but if we let ι be the instruction at
v2 then safe(ι, frown) = NonNull according to Figure 6;
thus, the analysis does not deem our program valid. This
particular warning, though, is a false positive.

By construction, this static analysis satis�es a soundness prop-
erty: if the analysis deems a program “valid” (that is, if the analysis
gives no static warnings), then the program must continue to step
until it reaches a predesignated termination point.

2.4 Gradual Analysis

Similar to how the �rst step in Abstracting Gradual Typing (AGT)
[8] is to extend the set of types, our �rst step in gradual analysis
is extend the semilattice Abst to form a larger semilattice �Abst ⊇

Abst, to be de�ned more concretely below. Following AGT, we
need an injective function γ̃ : �Abst → P+(Abst) to give meaning
to these new gradual abstract elements. We then de�ne γ̃ (a) = {a}

for all a ∈ Abst. We also insist that ? ∈ �Abst and let γ̃ (?) = Abst.
Given γ̃ , we can now lift predicates on Abst (such as the order
relation v) to predicates on �Abst. For ã, b̃ ∈ �Abst:

ã ṽ b̃ ⇐⇒ a v b for some a ∈ γ̃ (ã) and b ∈ γ̃ (b̃)

Observe that for any a ∈ Abst we have ? ṽ a ṽ ?, so ṽ is not
a partial order. Thus it cannot induce a join operation with the
properties we need for computing a �xpoint. To get such a join, we
need a bit more structure that will allow us to lift functions.

For ã, b̃ ∈ �Abst, we can easily construct the set

{a t b : a ∈ γ̃ (Ã) and b ∈ γ̃ (b̃)} ∈ P+(Abst).

Thus we need a function α̃ : P+(Abst) → �Abst. In AGT, this forms
a Galois connection with γ̃ , so the following must hold:

For any â ∈ P+(Abst) and b̃ ∈ �Abst,
(1) â ⊆ γ̃ (α̃(â)) and

(2) â ⊆ γ̃ (b̃) =⇒ γ̃ (α̃(â)) ⊆ γ̃ (b̃).
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Nullable

Null?

Null ?

NonNull?

NonNull

Figure 7: The semilattice structure induced by the lifted join

t̃ on our running example. Speci�cally, this is the Hasse di-

agram of the partial order {(a,b) : a t̃ b = b}.

It can be shown that if α̃ exists, it must be unique. Then if α̃ exists,
we can de�ne the lifted join

ã t̃ b̃ = α̃({a t b : a ∈ γ̃ (Ã) and b ∈ γ̃ (b̃)})

to use in the �xpoint algorithm.

Example. As it turns out, it is insu�cient to let �Abst =
Abst∪{?} = Ann. If we do this for the semilattice we have
been using in our running example (shown in Figure 4), we
end up with

Null t̃ (NonNull t̃ ?) = ?

, Nullable

= (Null t̃ NonNull) t̃ ?.

This means that our lifted join would not be associative,
preventing the existence of a unique �xpoint.

So far, we have not yet precisely de�ned �Abst. To satisfy all the
properties we need for our lifted join function, we now choose�Abst = Abst ∪ {?} ∪ {a? : a ∈ Abst}

where γ̃ (a?) = {b ∈ Abst : a v b} for a ∈ Abst. Importantly, it
can be shown that if (Abst,t) has �nite height h—which it must,
in order to ensure that the �xpoint algorithm terminates in a �nite
amount of time—then (�Abst, t̃) is a semilattice with �nite height
h + 1. Notice that our a? is di�erent from, for instance, the ϕ ∧ ?
that appears in gradual veri�cation [2], since the latter means “ϕ
or anything more speci�c than it,” while the former means “a or
anything less speci�c than it.”

Example. Figure 7 shows the lifting of the semilattice from
Figure 4, with its join function t̃. (The lifted order relation
ṽ is not shown.) Notice that since γ̃ is injective, we have
Nullable? = Nullable because

γ̃ (Nullable?) = {a ∈ Abst : Nullable v a}

= {Nullable} = γ̃ (Nullable).

Now that we have lifted the semilattice, the rest of the gradual
analysis system is fairly straightforward. We next need to lift flow
to �flow : Inst × M̃ap → M̃ap (where M̃ap = Var ⇀ �Abst), and
also lift safe to�safe : Inst×Var → �Abst, using the same function
lifting technique from AGT.

Table 2: Part of the results from the gradual analysis �x-

point.

smile frown null

v1 NonNull
v2 NonNull ?
v3 NonNull ?
v4 NonNull ? Null
v5 NonNull ? ?

Example. Conveniently, in our running example, the rules
for calculating values of �flow and �safe are exactly the
same as the rules shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6.

Since we now have a lifted �ow function �flow (which can be
shown to be monotonic) and join function t̃ (which can be shown
to satisfy all the properties for the join of a �nite-height semi-
lattice), we can simply take any program (possibly with missing
annotations) and run it through the exact same �xpoint algorithm
as before, swapping out the “subroutines” flow and t for �flow
and t̃, respectively. Again we end up with a σ̃ ∈ M̃ap for each
node in the control �ow graph (holding instruction ι ∈ Inst), so
we check whether σ̃ (x) ṽ �safe(ι,x) for all x ∈ Var. If this check
fails anywhere, we emit a static warning. If not, then our gradual
analysis has deemed the program to be “statically valid.”

Example. When we run our gradual analysis on Figure 3,
we obtain Table 2. At node v2, with instruction ι, we again
have �safe(ι, frown) = NonNull, but now we also have
σ̃ (frown) = ?, and ? ṽ NonNull. Thus, our gradual analysis
does not give a false positive warning at v2. However, it
similarly does not give a warning at v5, which actually will
yield a null-pointer dereference at runtime.

2.5 Runtime Checks

The �nal step, assuming that our program p is “statically valid”
according to the gradual analysis, is to insert runtime checks in
places where the analysis might have been too optimistic. That is,
we construct a new program p′ by �nding all points with ã = σ̃ (x)

and b̃ =�safe(ι,x) such that

a 6v
⊔

γ̃ (b̃) for some a ∈ γ̃ (ã);

at each of these points, the semantics of p′ check to ensure that the
runtime value of x lies within

⊔
γ̃ (b̃), and if not, the program steps

into a dedicated error state. Otherwise, the semantics of p′ are the
same as those of p.

Example. According to Table 2, we should insert a runtime
check for frown being NonNull at v2, and for null being
NonNull at v5.

2.6 Properties

Our formalism has several nice properties:
(1) It is a conservative extension of the original analysis.
(2) It is sound if the original analysis is sound.
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Nullable

NonNull

?

NonNull Nullable

Nullable

?

NonNull

Figure 8: Le�: The original null-pointer semilattice. Middle:
The lifted semilattice ordering, where each directed edge

a → b means a ṽ b. (Self-loops are omitted.)Right: The semi-

lattice structure induced by the lifted join t̃.

(3) It satis�es the gradual guarantee [11]: if you remove annota-
tions from a program that currently is statically valid or one
that succeeds at runtime, then the resulting program will
also be statically valid or succeed at runtime, respectively.

We have formally proven the �rst property, along with all the
properties of the semilattice lifting discussed earlier. We have not
yet formally proven the second and third properties, but we have
detailed sketches of proofs for them.

3 PROTOTYPE

We used the abstract interpretation framework in Facebook’s Infer
tool to build a prototype of a gradual null pointer analyzer for Java,
which we’ll call “Graduator,”1 based on the development presented
above. Our prototype also uses a slightly simpler starting lattice,
shown in Figure 8. Also note that because Infer only supports
analysis and not modi�cation of the program being analyzed, our
prototype only returns a list of runtime checks to insert, rather
than actually inserting those checks.

To evaluate this prototype, we used the 18 repositories which
Uber used to evaluate their NullAway analysis tool [3]. We ran
Facebook Infer’s existing Eradicate and Nullsafe checkers along
with Graduator on the 15 repositories of those 18 which we were
able to successfully build, with the following results:

• Eradicate gave 1489 static warnings.
• Nullsafe gave 654 static warnings.
• Graduator gave 228 static warnings.

These are all repositories for which NullAway reports no static
errors, and Uber has found no instances of null-pointer dereferences
caused by a false negative in their tool. After examining all of these
2371 warnings, we found only 57 that could be true positives; all
the rest were due to systematic imprecision in the analysis tools.

In these results we see weak evidence that our Graduator tool
tends to produce fewer statically-reported false positives than Face-
book’s existing null-pointer analysis tools. However, experiments
should be performed on repositories with more defects, to see how
often our framework catches bugs statically and how often those
bugs are only caught at runtime.

4 CONCLUSION

We have given motivation and noted precedent for program anal-
yses that have separate concepts for pessimistic and optimistic
uncertainty, and have described a formal system for constructing
1https://github.com/gradual-veri�cation/graduator

such analyses via optional annotations and the Abstracting Gradual
Typing methodology [8]. We have also listed some desirable formal
properties that our system possesses, and discussed some initial
empirical evaluation that we have performed using a prototype of
our formal system.

Future work will involve completing the formal proofs that our
framework is sound and satis�es the gradual guarantee, imple-
menting a prototype that implements our entire general framework
rather than just a single analysis, and conducting robust experi-
ments to evaluate such a prototype.
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